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The composer John Cage's performance 《4’33”》 had broken the shell of our familiar custom of silence 

and sound, viewing the basic notes of music from another vantage point. This performance begins with 

silence and ends with silence, with no instrument being played for any movement. During the 4 

minutes and 33 seconds all kinds of interesting sounds could be heard; the wind blowing outside at the 

first movement, the raindrops dropping against the roof at the second movement, the audience talking 

or walking out, coughing at the third. Cage intended to show that no playing of instrument does not 

mean silence prevailed, but in fact, coincidental sounds fill up the performance from the first until the 

last movement. Cage's theory on music that 'silence' is noise and noise can also be notes which express 

the sense of rhythm, was concerned with time. And time gets replete with all sorts of contingency. As 

Cage was especially interested in moving objects or twinkling light, the visual experience was vital as 

much as his interest in sound. Thus, temporality and contingency that are common denominators to 

light and sound are applied to his other music pieces without limits. In this essay, I would like to 

discuss how the hidden silence and noise are portrayed in a certain landscape of Park Sunmin's 

exhibition <Highway Geometry> which is mostly composed of visual elements. As listening to Cage's 

music requires long-lasting patience for most people, Park's art world also requires patience of constant 

observation instead of one-time appreciation. Time and coincidence are recurrent themes especially in 

video works of visual art and Park's video and installation works are mostly based on image-text, but 

time and sound – which can be the silence and noise of Cage - are also implied as playing an equally 

important part.  
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Here at Space Willing N Dealing, to go up the skip floor-venue, one needs to pass the narrow corridor 

shaped in the letter ㄱ(first letter of the Korean alphabet) and go up a couple of stairs. From there, you 

begin to see the exhibits halfway of your full sight. The very short walk of the ㄱ-shaped corridor that 

you went past before entering the perfect exhibition space, is an interesting space where you 

momentarily anticipate what you are going to see. It is the space of silence where you prepare yourself 

before the show. The first piece that welcomes the viewer is Park Sunmin's single channel video 

<Waltz)>(2015) which is placed like a fish tank at the angular point, right before the ㄱ-shaped space 

guides you up the stairs. A blind cave fish is dancing in the water with light emitting from behind the 

cubic transparent glass and its shadow. The image of this blind fish swimming freely in darkness and 

silence resembles the gently lingering melody of Arvo Pärt's 《Spiegel Im Speigel》 and abstract images 

of wavering light, rather than the light and cheerful Strauss waltz. It was as if this single channel video 

implied with discretion that the rest of the exhibits will be metaphoric like a piece of music and poem.  



Park Sunmin creates sensuously well-defined space with her video works <Highway Geometry 

2>(2015) and <Nearsighted Jungle>(2015) which depict  viewpoints with opposite sense of distance. 

The eyes of the artist herself become the lens viewing the landscape. In <Highway Geometry 2>, you 

are on a highway at extremely high speed going toward the vanishing point and the landscape 

continues to show the way ahead, but at regular intervals, whenever a debris of accident left on the side 

is found, the screen stops temporarily then it is played again in simple and rough repetition. The artist 

reveals, “I love road movies. Like a road movie, thoughts are provoked while feeling the music beat on 

a highway. This time and process become important time during which you can observe the inner 

movement.” Whereas the scenes you see on the road are emotional landscapes of nature, below these 

scenes, you find very artificial landscape. At the borderline between the two realms, fragments found 

on the road remind us of numerous incidents and accidents, bits and pieces of stories. In her real life, 

Park imagines for a flicker of moment, every time she finds a trace of accident in the side while driving. 

Whether it was a roadkill when a wild animal tried to cross the four-lane highway, whether it was some 

kind of commemorative ceremony with two glasses and a bottle of soju laid on the ground, Park 

collects these fragments of interesting stories while encountering remnants of incidents on the road by 

chance. In the venue, you can hear all kinds of noises like the sound of wind and engine which you 

could hear while driving on the highway, but whenever the traces captured by the artist appear on the 

screen, it stops momentarily at the very moment the viewer had not expected and provides a moment of 

silence. Perhaps, this silence could be the time to gaze for a while at discarded objects from a very cold 

and even cruel perspective. This video is installed in a symmetric composition with two screens spread 

side by side with the vanishing point in the center, like a decalcomania. Thus, the sense of speed and 

the stagger angle of borderline on the road are met with formative and geometric viewpoint, 

maximizing the sense of rhythm on the whole screen.  Furthermore, the discreet noise from the 

landscape being almost silent, the sound is hardly captured by the viewer. It reveals aero-like 

inexorable speed and geometric rhythm, creating tension by focusing on the artificial landscape 

beneath the borderline on the road. 
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All of a sudden, I am reminded of the media artist Anri Sala's video work <Ravel Ravel Unravel>(2013) 

presented at the French Pavilion at the 55th Venice Biennale in 2013. It is a two-channel video 

projected up and down, clearly showing the time gap between two performances by two different piano 

players of Ravel's 《Piano Concerto in D for the Left Hand》 filmed respectively. In this video, sound is 

obviously important but the movement of the left hand on the screen, slight time difference between the 

two cheerful players revealed from the playing speed, tension felt by the audience when there is a short 

stop are equally important factors of implication. Interestingly enough, the intersection of dynamics of 

chromatic scale, rhythmic sense of off-beat from Ravel's music and the sense of speed shown by image 

brings about the tension throughout the whole video and a sort of catharsis. As such, when viewing 

Park Sunmin's <Highway Geometry 2>, the tension and repetitive rhythmic sense conveyed by the 

screen despite the almost inaudible sound, seem to share the same vein with Anri Sala's video. The 

unlimited nauseatic race on the road without any goal must be the extreme opposite of the video work 



on the opposite wall, <Nearsighted Jungle> which explores landscapes of wildwood by slowly varying 

the sight from unclear to focused.  

Park slowly ventures into the primeval forest which can only be artificial in current times, like a blind 

fish with near-sighted vision. By using the most basic 50mm lens and completely depending on her 

own eyes, she eliminates the camera techniques and observes the landscape seen by the excessive 

myopia perspective from up-close to the lens. When passing beside plants they look foggy but once 

they are passed by, some object of artificial nature appears clearly. Park commented, “When I am in 

front of a mushroom with my camera to see its cap and view from beneath, upward, it sometimes looks 

like a grand architectural landscape.” She did not use the zoom in/out function of the lens but rather, 

moved her body nearer or farther. This radical and simple gesture is the result of trusting and choosing 

one's own eyes without having recourse to technical control method, since the moment you try to adjust 

the lens you can lose the impression or change of light.    

This is similar to the attitude of Impressionist painters who tried to depict the momentary light and 

impression changing every instant. While you are viewing <Nearsighted Jungle>, images in mixed 

colors with foggy borders stimulate your eyes and ears, like paintings by Monet painted when he 

almost lost his eye sight due to cataract. The close-distance sensation pursued by Park approaches as 

some architectural structure while the borders turn fluid as if spatial layers have changed their bearings 

upside down. Sometimes, it seems to show an aspect of a flat landscape, to the contrary. The variation 

between the two seems to look like the stream of consciousness about how we understand landscape. 

The especially interesting point found in <Nearsighted Jungle> is the display of composition and sound 

which compose the video clips. Park has created the fade in/out effect by blacking out the whole screen 

before and after the scenes exploring artificial nature with strong visual character. In the structure of 

[former part]-[image]-[latter part], you can hear sounds of grass only in the two parts and once you 

actually see the image, there is total silence as if you are hidden in a secret vacuum room. This 

sequence of silence is repeated, accumulated, overlapped to create diverse melodies and rhythms, as the 

nearsighted landscapes become motifs for a musical piece.  

As described, the composition of contrast that is found throughout Park's work is proof that she is 

influenced by the magazine <Versus> for which she worked as art director for 8 years. With the 

example of Stravinsky and Balanchine's ballet piece 《Agon》(1957) which strongly reveals the 

characteristic of 'versus', we can understand the very delicate and elaborate composition of contrast. 

“Agon” is an ancient Greek work referring to 'competition', thus a culture of mental and physical 

contest which was common in those days. In this symmetric structure  two individuals debate with each 

other but whatever the situation or the condition is, each subject is treated equally. This equal value can 

be found in the ballet 《Agon》 where music and dance are elaborately arranged under agreement in the 

adversarial structure. Obviously, I am not purporting that there exists a composition of mutual 

competition in Park Sunmin's works. It is a rather slightly different approach that she applies, when she 

selects the manner or theme of expressing each work. The adversarial structure reveals itself in secret 

and both sides are placed on equal grounds. The artist has been collecting images of such structure by 



juxtaposing the themes that share equal meaning beyond contradicting materials that exist in opposing 

or same group. And in this exhibition, she has ruminated on the adversarial structure which she has 

constantly revealed by implication. Such examples can be found in the method of displaying in contrast 

subjects and videos depicting the artificial urban landscape and primeval forest, beauty and ugliness, 

and the method of noise and silence becoming counterpoints. However, it is not concerned with 

choosing one from two absolute directions of 'versus' but with various metaphors hidden on the other 

side and the two elements signify equality.  
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When you arrive at the center of the venue, you will discover <Eyes>(2015) with round lenses hanging 

lightly from the ceiling by metal lines. If the exhibition is a piece of music, this work made of very 

transparent and light material, lies in the very high-pitched range, like a staccato sequence almost 

inaudible but audible and almost invisible. At the end of the right side of the venue, fragments 

engraved on glass by etching the coded scientific name of plants are sharply embroidered at the 

windows in layers. As these engraved fragments are overlapped with the landscape outside, they 

generate images of improvised and coincidental landscape. Throughout the show, the transparent and 

light glass is commonly used as material, portraying how the artist who views any object or landscape 

from multi-viewpoints through the lens is loyal to the momentary sensation. As she enjoys endless 

observation of light and darkness, Park views the other side of the glass which is refracted, rather than 

the completeness of the glass. As light passes through it and a shadow is cast on the ground, the most 

fundamental question on the ephemerality of our life and death comes to my mind. It is as if the artist is 

calmly searching for the answer while following her itinerary in the city, asking what is beauty filled 

with all kinds of imperfectness...Perhaps, for Park, it is meaningless to compose a narrative. The 

contingent effect obtained by the video works or installations created by her is like the process in which 

actual time is divided, deconstructed and grouped to recollect the fragmented image, language and 

sound, according to her own sensory perception. Park Sunmin's poetic art world is the world of actions 

that face coincidental landscape and object in multi-layered time and space, and  select involuntary 

moments to become noise and silence lingering as playful calmness. It is like several pieces of 

experimental poems, as poems are allowed to embrace any kind of form, time, sound, and image.   

	  

 

	  


